
“Emergency” Off Leash Recall. Come when called 

 

Pavlov’s dogs.—Familiarize yourself as much as you can about this scientist and his methods of research. You will quickly under-

stand that this method follows those scientific principles very closely and that this is classical conditioning at it’s best. 

 

 

 

Prepare:  Find the type of food that your dog likes best. Something he would go into the trash to get. This has to be the most 

delicious treasure ever. (If your dog has digestive issues, please modify as needed.) 

Your Recall noise should be something that is not a word, but just that—a noise. I’ve used emergency whistles before, as the 

whole family will sound the same using them.  Try to make your choice something that is of a moderate pitch but can be heard 

over distances. Currently, my dogs are trained to a “royal trumpet call” I make with my voice in cupped hands, or a twp blast 

whistle I make with my fingers. They are also conditioned to respond to a blade of grass being blown as it is tightly clasped be-

tween my fingers. It makes an atrocious extremely loud sound that carries quite a distance. 

 

Once you have these two in protocol— 

Fast Apollo for 2 days. Yup. Don’t worry, he won’t waste away and we need him good n’ hungry for the rewiring to take place. 

ALWAYS INSIDE< CLOSE PROXIMITY TO family gathering area. 

DAY 1—When Apollo is not paying attention to you.  I can’t stress this enough you are not training, so you will not need eye 

contact, praise or recognition of any sort. Avoid it. You are the tube in the rigging of this Pavlovian (classical) conditioning and 

NOTHING MORE.  When he is not paying attention to you, go up to him and **POP** it in his mouth—simultaniously make the 

noise.  You=tube of beef powder—noise = bell. See? 

Now walk away. If he follows you looking for more? Don’t pay him any mind, pretend you have no idea what he’s talking about.   

Do it again after he stops paying attention to you.   After 4 or so flyby’s with the special food—start to place your hand and food 

just so he has to turn his head, or move just ever...so..slightly.. To get it.   Gradually move a few feet away and make the noise 

and he dashes over to get it. a  MAKE THE NOISE ONCE HE’S GOT THE FOOD IN HIS MOUTH. No praise, no eye contact . Tube and 

bell that’s all.  Please remember that you are not training him, you are rewiring his brain to regard food = the noise, and the re-

ward centers in his brain can’t tell the difference between the two. You are just planting the seeds of drive by moving away from 

him.   Repeat this for until he just won’t leave you alone waiting for the noise.    When this happens you can move to step 2. 

This should take no longer than two days if executed with good timing. If you become interrupted and can’t complete the pro-

cess with this timing exactly, please abandon the process. You can always start over it’s not a finite method.  Please reintroduce 

his regular meals in a bowl 1/3 portions three times a day for a day or two, always calling him to meal time with the nose, and 

occasionally doing a flyby with the special treasure treat, drop it in his bowl and make the noise. 

Step 2 Continued next page 



Emergency come when called—continued. 

 

STEP 2—  You should be between 3 and 4 days in now, and regular meal times and portions can resume.  A minimum of 3 

times a day,  no more than 6 times a day (PLUS meal times don’t forget) do the following: 

 

INSIDE THE HOME: anywhere really, but not too far from where the dog is at rest, not paying attention to you, but where he 

can’t see you easily.   Make the noise. He should, at this point, come tearing over to you.  

Make sure and grab his collar . Don’t forget what I told you about the arms-length game….don’t let him play it. If he shows 

signs of wanting to, be sure to back up as he’s approaches and move forward to meet him as he is in stride. Grab his collar, he 

doesn’t get the reward until he lets you do that. If he continues to stop short—abandon this process and call me immediately. 

 

Make the noise and simultaniusly pop the food in his mouth. Let him go, walk away. No praise no eye contact. Tube and bell. 

Gradually move further and further  away until he really has to look for the noise. Don’t worry if he gets an easier pace each 

time; but when he slows down to the point that you feel he is losing interest, it is time to move to step 3.  

If he never does the saunter thing, but continues with enthusiasm up to this point, it is OK too.  After a week, two at the most, 

you should be ready for step 3, which creates and sets the DRIVE to get to the noise, for the rest of his life, is giving him the 

adrenaline rush of being RELEASED. 

 

Step 3—Move outside for this part. I would recommend a favorite part of Apollo’s hang out space. Do not do this is his poo 

area. 

Have a partner hold Apollo by the collar, or harness will be OK, but don’t over do it if you use a harness. We don’t want him 

thinking about the pressure of the harness being pleasant he will equate that and start pulling any time the harness is on so I 

much prefer collar. You place yourself where he can see you.  Make the noise. Partner HOLDS ON, and does his best to really 

egg him on and make him excited. Partner can encourage all sorts of bad habits for this—yelping lunging forward, the bigger 

the desire the better. On your signal, make the noise again, and when Apollo is at his highest “I WANT TO GO!!!!!!” point, (just 

a few seconds in between please) have partner release. This game teaches Apollo that his drive to get to the noise will be self 

rewarding with huge flushes of adrenaline and oxytocin.   Highly desirable brain chemicals for any dog, but the American Alsa-

tian in particular uses these flushes more so than average dogs. That is why food is not always their highest motivator. So any-

way, a few really intense entice and release games should set that up for you.    

You can move to large fenced areas where he can be far enough away that you can proof this method, but not so far as to 

make the noise drown in the wind or be unclear over traffic.  If it does not work on your proofing sessins, something went 

wrong during the drive phase, and you can abandon the conditioning, wait a few days, and pick it back up from there.  

Once you have proofed it, and he comes to you each and every time and lets you grab his collar...you are good to go. 

 

Practice this often but don’t over use it  - the AA’s chemicals have the same tolerance as humans with drugs. They’ll eventually 

need bigger and bigger rushes and this will get difficult and counter all you’ve worked for.  It is not a party trick. 

 

Approx. once every couple of months, you should put him into a situation to continue to proof it.    If time goes by and you find 

yourself having had not to use it for years, you can always dig this sheet out and refresh the tube=be/food=noise, but you will 

be able to sail through it in a couple of hours. 


